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ABSTRACT
This testimony concerning physical abuse of children

proposes a definition of child abuse and neglect based on tk
inherent equal worth.of all children and a belief in their ec A1
social, economic, civil, and political rights. Child abuse or neglect
is considered the responsibility of individuals, institutions,- and
society as a whole with the underlying cultural cause of the rooted
in widespread acceptance of physical discipline. Important trends
indicate that the incidence rate of child abuse is higher among the
disadvantaged segments of society; cases outside of the home tend to
go unreported; and the problem is not confined to very young
children. The witness argues for additions to the Child Abuse
Prevention Act, including a clear definition of child abuse and
neglect, a statement of children's rights, a rejection of all forms
of physical force against children in the public domain, and
specification of a minimal living standard for children. (DP)
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1.1J Nr. Chaiman, meilbers of the Subcommittee: thank you for inviting La to testCy

ce3

before you. My name is Drvid Gil. I am professor of social policy at Bran4es

University in Valtham,

Several years ago, at the request of the Children's 3ureau of the U.S. Department

of Health, Education, aod Uelfare, I conducted a scries of nationwide studies

on physisal r. ruse of children. To my knowledge, there studies are, so far, the

only systeilatia investigation of this phenomenon on a nationwide scale. Findings

of these studies and-recommendations based on there findings were published in

It:70 ::+y H-xvsrd University Press in my boot: "Violence Against Children' .

You have asked me specifically to locus my testimony on four issues of concern

to the Subcommittee, namely:

r definition of child abuse;

statistics of ins:dence:

- a summary of what is knoTni about perpetrators rnd victims of child abuse;and

- my thoughts on the legislation before you:

A Definition of Child Abuse and Neglect

CD Child abuse may be defined a variety of ways, depending on the purpose for which

C1) the definition will be used. Nadical practitioners engaged in the diagnosis and

treatment of phyJically abused children tend to use defin'Aions based on physf.cal

VI-or anatomical symptoms identiaaSle in their child-patients. Mental health

all workers who are concerned with emotional abuse in addition to physical abuse prefer

to broaden their definitions of child abuse to include signs of psychological damage.



Social *.: others, law enfo-..7celent authorities and others whose interest extends

beyond the victims of abuse to perpetrators elusive acts focus their defini-

tions not only round cJservable, 'physical, and psychological conseouences of

abuse, but also around behavioral and Lotivatiocal characteristics of perpetra-

tors. Finally, legislators and social policy specialists whose concern is the

protection o2 all children against potentially injurious acts and conditions

reouire -omprehensive definitions which take account, not only of clinical,

physical, and psychological aspects of child abuse, but also of cultural, social,

economic, and political factors which presumably constitute the dynamic sources

of this destructive pheno_lenon.

Definitions, it should be noted, involve not only factual elements, but also

value premises. Therefore, before suggesting a definition of child abuse which

should be useful in formulating social policies for the protection and well-

kcing of the nation's children, I -7ish to explicate the value premises under-

lying the proposed definition. These value premises may be stated as follows:

Every child, despite his individual differences and unirueness, is to be con-

sidered of eoual intrinsic worth, and hence shoul-2 :Je entitled to equal social,

economic, civil, and political rights, so that he`- _ay fully realize its inherent

potential, and shire eoually in life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

ObViously, these value preuisen fre rooted in the humanistic philosophy of our

Declaration of Independerre. In accordrnce with these value premises then,

any act of commission or.oliscion by individuals, institutions, or society

as a whole, and any conditions resulting from such a-Its or inaction, which de-

prive children of eoual rights cnd 'liberties, on,' /or interfere with their

optimal development, constitute, by definition, abusive or neglectful acts or

conditions.



The r:efinition proposed herew4.th c speciac enough to identify physical rod

elotionr11 rbuse and neglect resuLing ro ectc o7 co rIcsion or omission on

tie pert of parents and other tndividual caretc!:ers. Yat, of the sae time,

this definition is brord enough to cover also e Tride range of abusive end

danaging acts perpetreted wit= children by such institutions es schools,

juvenile zourts and detention 'enters, child welfrre homes and agencies,

cirrectionel facilities, etc. 2inally, this definition covers also abuse end

neglect tolerated or pe:petrated by society collectively. Illustrations of

this latter type of abuse and neglect are malnutrition rnd at times stervetion

of expectent mothers and children, inadeauete medical care of mothers, children

and whole families, subztanderd housing and other, aspects of life in poverty-

stricen neighborhoods, inede-urte educationq, resreetional, and culture' pro-

visons, Ind any Lore =mil-I:noun conditions which tend to seriously inhibit nor-

cnd healthy huon growth rod development.

To round out this brief discussion o2 a definition o2 child abuse and neglect

co_,L.ents seem indicated concerning the probable causes and dynamics o2

this complex syndrome. Eirny professionals, investigators, the communications

meeic, and the general public tend to view child abuse as deviant behavior.

In chic view perpetrators of tbur s ere e,,loC.onally sic!: individuals and the

abusive act is a sympto4 of their psychological disturbence. hile it is probrbly

true that numerous incidents of child abuse are indeed results of emotional

illness on the part of the perpetrators, many other incident., occur in per2ectly

normal frmilies. This should surprise no one ;,s the use of physical force in

the rearing and disciplining of children is widely sccepted in our society.

Common sense suggests that whenever corporal punishrf.ent ie widely used, extreme

cases will cocur and children will be injured. ^uite frenuently acts aimed st

merely disciplining children will, because o2 shame factors, turn into serious

accidents. Our studies ine.cte that the widespread acceptance in our culture
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of physical discipline of ch*_11.cen is the under?.ying factor of physical child

abuse in private hones, in schools and in various child are settings such

as foster: homes, detention ho.es, correctional institutions, etc. It should

be noted here that abusive incidents which occur in the context of eootional

illness of perpetrators are also facilitated by the general cultural acceptance

of the use of physical ':once In child rearing. For symptoms of emotional ill-

ness are often exaggerated eoressions of normal traits existing in a culture.

These brief comwents on the causal dynamics of child abuse suggest that the real

sources of this phenooenon may bedeep in the ,abric of society rather than

within the personalities of individual perpetrators. Hence, blaming individual

perpetrators, as we tend to dc, :leans merely to shift responribility away 2rca

society uhere it really belon3c. The tendency to interpret social problems

through individual rather than socio-cOtural dynamics is, by the way, not

unique in relation to ciild eJuse. Ue tend to interpret most social problems

as results of individual short:omings, and we are thus able to maintain the

illusion that our social cyster.. is nearly perfect and need not undergo major

chriges in order to overcome its r-any destructive societal problelx.

yeidence, Distribution, and Notes on Perpetrators snd Victims

Reliable information on the real incidence of child abuse is not available

because of differences of opinion as to what incident: and situations are to

be claccified as child abuse, and rlso because o7 the non-public nature of

many case:. There is some information on the nw.ber of legally reportej

cases. Yet, this information is of limited value since criteria and pro-

ceedures for reporting vary mdely across states and localities. Moreover,

reported incidents are .,erely an unknown fraction o2 real incidence.
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In spite of the limited /alidity and reliablity o: officially renorted Itgures,

several observations nay be :,tde on the scope and distribution of child abuse

and the chnracteristics of nernetrators end v4.ctiic. First of all, it should

be noted that there is no basis to the freeuently made claim that the incidence

of chl_d abuse has increased in recent years. One siLiply cannot talk about an

increase or decrease of a phenomenon unless one has accurate counts of different

periods in Cse. Such counts zre not available, znd hence, there is no basis

for co.perison over time. hat has increased in recent decades is the awareness

of, the interest in, and the con-.ern for this ohenoAenon. ATTareness, interest,

and concern are mutually reinforcng, end hence, ,7f2 end up with an impression

of change in incidence. Phile then, we have no eqidence for or against an increase

in real levels and rates of incidence, we have evidene of increases in reporting

levels. This in. rease, hovever, seems due largely to improvements in the

tration of reporting legislation -nd to growing aTJareness among physicians and

others responsible for reporting.

Reporting levels are known only for 1967 and 1963, the years of the nationwide

surveys. Nearly 6000 cases were reported in 1957 and over 6600 in 1960. For

Rti subsenuent wars figures are available only for certain states and localities.

01) These figures suggest overall increases in reporting levels for selected juris-

t" dictions.

CIL)

Reported incidents involve nearly exclusively abuse of children in their own

homes. There are hardly e7er any reports on child abuse in schools and children's

(An institutions although this Lind of abuse is known to occur frequently all over

Pumi
the country. Public authorities seem simply reluctant to keep records of child

abuse in the public dormin. There are also no systematic records of the y.assive

abuse and neglect of children due to inedeeuate :aedics1 care, inndenuate education,

and subctz.ndard living conditions ES can be found in Agront labor camps, in
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urban and rural slums, on Indian reservations, Lad in many other settings. To my

way of th1nking, these public 'forms of abuse and neglect cre the most serious ones

in suelitative and ruantitative terms, but also the least talked about, thought

about, and acted upon aspects of the child abuse spectrum.

I do not -Tent to take up your time with a recitation statistics from the l507

and 1552 surveys published in -y book and papers. The summary of this materisl

is included in the pamphlet made available along with my written testimony,

I would like to mention, however, certain unmiste-rble trends suggested by these

statistics. While physical abuse of children is !mown to occur in all strata

of our society, the incidence rate seems signiasantly higher &Long deprived

and discriminated against segments of the population. This difference cannot

be explained away by Cie argument that medical end other authorities are less

likely to suspect and report cbusive incident- among the priviledged segments

of the population. For coL:con sense supports the repeated findings of higher

incidence rotes among low-income and minority groups. Compared to other groups

in the population, the living conditions-of these deprived population segments

involve much more strain and stress and frustration in daily existence which

are reflected-in lower levels of self-control, and in a greater propensity, to

discharge angry and hostile feelings toward children. Besides, economically

deprived families tend to live under more crowded conditions. Also, the rate

of one-parent families is much higher in these population segments, and parents

have :ewer opportunities to arrange substitute care "or their children and take

a rest from child care responsibilities. Finally, parents in economically deprived

families have themselves had little exposure to educetioncl opportunities and their

child rearing methods are .core traditional and rely more on physical means of

discipline. We thus cannot escape the conclusion that incidence rates of child

abuse on the part of individual parents tend to be higher in economically deprived

families Whiise childred are also more egposed to the r.: ny forms of societal abuse
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implicit in poverty. Cne othes -7idespread, erroneous impression concerning

incidence rates needs to be corrected. This is the notion that child abuse

affects primarily very young chil:l.ren. Avialable nationwide figures suggest

that cout half the reported abuse incidents involve sahool-aged children, end

over 75 percent of reported victims of abuse 'ere over to years old. There is

also z higher rate of incidence during adolescence, especially for girls, when

parents get anxious about their daughters' dating patterns. Very young children

tend, hoever, to be more seriously injured when abused, and fatal injuries occur

nearly exclusively rmong the very young.

Comments on 5.1191

In turning now to the specific provisions of the bill before you, we must examine

whether, and to what el-tent, its substantive provisions match its stated objec-

tives, neu.ely, to prevent ch:ld abuse. In my view SAM includes elements which

could contriuute to the treatent and reduction of certain types within the broad

spectrum of child abuse. However, while such contrubitions ere desirable in

themselves, they seem inademuate, in terms of availe0e !nouledge, to the task

of preventing all aspects of child abuse. Let Lie lention some of the shortco,ings

in the bill which should be corrected in order to strengthen it.

First of all, the language of the bill lads a definition of child abuse and

neglect. Without such n definition, it is not clear '.;hat is to be identified,

treated, and prevented, nor will it be possible in the future to evaluate the

effectiveness of the bill.

It would also be desirable to include in the bill n positive statement concerning

the basic rights of children as persons entitled to the full protection of the

U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Igight . Such r ctste7aett by the Congress could

over tiiae serve as an Laportnnt lever to assure these rights, if necessary,
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%through rction in he Feder:1 lourts.

More specifically, it,see_s to le the Congress ou3nt to outlay through this bill

all for. .:of physical force used age:nst zhildren in the public domain, in schools,

and in chile care facilities, under the guise of disciplining theL. This for,-, c

discipline undermines the human dignity of children. It is nothirg but en ancient,

cruel ritual which never serve:, the real educat'onnl and developmental needs of

children, but merely provides ventilation for the :rustrstionz o2 adult;,. Being

exposed to corporal punishment teaches children that might is right. It results

in resent.ent and fear of their attackers. At beet it achieves short-range,

externnlly enforced, d;scipl4ne Sated on rear, but not steady, long-ten.,, internali-

zed discipline based on positive identiacation vith caring adults. We know that

learning reruires positive huwe.n relations vhich rre apt to be destroyed by cor-

poral punishment or the ever-present threat of it. It .cy be or interest to note

that 'Massachusetts, where I live, is -ne of three ctrtes in the nation vhich

outleved corporal punishment in ito schools and public institutions. Yet, our

children and schools in Ikcsachucetts are certainly not worse in academic achieve-

ment and overall discipline then the schools end children of other states.

One i,..portant by-product of outls,,ing the use or physical force in schools and

institutions would be an unambiguous cignal to ell parents and educators that it

is the senee of Congress thrt educators and parents should use nore constructive

measures to bring up and discipline children than inflicting physical pain and

indignities upon them. Ouch a :eesage !roc.- the Congresc could initiate a re-

thinking of the entire child rearing context in the country. Without such re-

thinking end without an eventual redefinition of the status and the rights of

children, child abuse can cLply not be prevented.

The bill before you should also spell out chat you consider v minimum living stan-

dard which the public oust accure to all children in order to avoid socially



sanctioned abuse and neglect. 7ro,a ;ay prespect:ve, end in accordrnce Pith

the philosophy o2 the DeclaratThn of Independence, these standards ought

to be co.plete eouality of rights for all children uhi-k can be achieved

through systematic redistri.bution of our national ,Tealth and income end of pol'_-

ticel power. You .lay not be reedy to opt for eourlity right away, but in zny

case you should specify in the bill z level o2 de-..ency and adeouecy of living

standards below which a child rOuld be considered abused and neglected, and

hence, entitled to protection. Perhaps you could set l'.;75, the two- hundredth

annive:scry of our nation, 'z the target date for total enuality.

I would like to end with e few ssecific comments and cuestionE on the Bill. I

assu.._e the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect is to be an integral unit

of the e-izting Office o2 Child Develonment. Ii vie-I this is preferable to

establishing a seperate office within HE', since the pre7ention of child zbuse

and neglect are to be vieTed es integral aspects of pro:zting the developmmt

and well-eing of all children, -7hir.h, I suppose, is th- function of the Office

of Child Develovent.

I do not understand the tar.1 laccide,.t' in Section C (5)(1). Is the intent to

list all accidents of any /.-.ind involving children uncle-, age 13, or alerely accidents

suspected to involve abusive or neglectful acts? That is the purpose of listing

these accidents? Is the intent to develop a nation -'Tide registry which could

serve a variety of objectives, including research and the identilicatiT o2 sus-

pected perpetrators and repeaters? It see...: the iagueness of this provision

reouires clarification.

I hesitate to raise .eotions concerning the proposed demonstration progrznic

end the $30 million to be ruthorized for it over the next give years. I

concerned that we may create oae Lare'illusion that child abuse can be prevented

through ameliorative, clinical services. Ve have in the past developed many
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prograzx which were addressinc the symptoms rather than the roots of social

proble:s. I have an uncomfortable sense that the demonstration programs under

this bill may fall into this category, and that at the end of five years, cfter

spen&ng $90 million, and alter creating and supporting numerous service progrsms,

nothing rerlly significant will have happened. Ve must be willing to face the

hard reality that preventing child abuse and neglect is possible only when we are

ready to attack its sources ;Al the fabric of our society and culture, rather then

merely provide social and medical services to its victims.

I would suggest that the mandate of the proposed National Commission be broadened.

In addttion to studying administrative aspects of child abuse reporting, the

Commission should investigate the underlying dynamics of child abuse and neglect

in our society and should develop policy recommendations aimed at eliminating the

sources o: this ghastly pheno:Anon. I could also recw.mend that the Cecretary

and the Director of tne Office of Child Development not be ex-officio members of

the Comaission in order to preclude influences by °facials responsible for the

a'ainistration of existing policies and programs, the effectiveness of which Lay

have to suestioned by the ion. The Sesretery and Director will have

ample opportunity to cor_.ent.on the findings and reco:endations of the Nrtion

ComAssion once it makes its report of the President and the Congress.

In concluding my testimony I would like to stress that my critical comments should

not be interpreted as opposition to the enactment of a bil1 on preventing child

abuse and neglect. Such a bill is certainly essential. The purpose of my

critique is merely to suggest possible approaches to assure that the bill, when

enacted, will sccomplish the objectives implicit in its title, to prevent the

abuse ()I our nation's children.

1-1r. Chair_an, members ol the :;ubcommittee, thanl; you gain for the opportunity to

present to you my views on the protection of this netion's most important resource-

our children.


